GREEN CHARTER
Green Rider
The Rider is the document we send, to venues who are hosting a King’s Singers performance, containing details of
our catering and comfort requirements backstage.
·

·
·
·
·
·

We ask for no pre-bottled water (unless absolutely necessary, i.e. when in countries
where the only safe water to drink is bottled), only drinking water from water fountains/
kitchens
We ask for sustainable crockery or cutlery
We ask for presenters to aim for as little single-use plastic in their catering as possible
Where possible, we ask for food to be locally sourced
We ask presenters not to waste surplus food, but to put it to good use
We ask presenters to use the most sustainable materials to create programmes. We
will also provide comprehensive programme details and information for digital circulation in
advance, and announce everything from the stage, in the hope that the presenter might, on
occasion, not choose to print programmes.

Green Travel Policy
·
·
·
·
·
·
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·

We offset the carbon footprint from all necessary, environmentally-unfriendly travel
We minimise travel by planning tours as efficiently as possible
We use public transport whenever it is reasonable to do so
We hire only one (1) car/van for group travel whenever possible
We organise transfers between our hotel and the venue only when necessary
We prioritise minimising our carbon footprint when travelling within the UK, e.g.
for rehearsals
We use online platforms wherever possible for meetings, to minimise travel
We aim for the minimum carbon footprint when deciding which flights to book
We strive to carry no excess luggage when we are travelling, in as few bags as possible

Green Behaviour Manifesto
·
·
·
·

We carry reusable water bottles, cutlery and coffee cups with us wherever we go
We request not to have fresh towels and bedsheets in our hotel rooms each day
When pre-ordering food, we aim not to create waste by over-ordering
We have a ‘green merchandise’ policy: wherever possible, physical CDs are now
produced in recycled cardboard cases, and deliveries are consolidated to minimise their
carbon impact
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